In this paper the authors analyzed the semantic situation and its representation in accordance
In this paper we decided to consider any situation as a semantic one, namely the situation of wine drinking, reflecting a fragment of reality from the standpoint of semantic syntax. First of all, we were interested in this situation's representations in the language and how it functions in texts of different types.
"Event" or "situation" in linguistics means:
sentence's denotation (Gak, 1972, p. 349) , "a part of reality" (Nikolaeva, 1980, p. 198) , "a fragment of the world", "anything that can be described in a sentence" (Dem'iankov, 1983, p. 324; Dem'iankov, 2004, p. 68) , and finally, the "people's world in which the man is the main character" (Kon'kov, 2011, p. 87) . According to the semantic approach to the language, reconstruction and research of the linguistic world view is carried out by describing such unit as a semantic situation. Proposition and its actantial content are basic elements of any semantic situation (Shmeleva, 1988) . In the anecdotes about situation of alcohol drinking in addition to the main subject (actor) there is another minor subject (counter-actor).
The minor subject is an actant of subjective type; this is a person interacting with another subject in the parallel relationship; the main subject and the minor subject perform oppositely directed actions (Shmeleva, 1988) . and people who drink with them, the better, the more satisfaction he gets" (Stepanov, 2001) .
It is easy to guess that the object of SWD in a Russian anecdote is vodka.
In the anecdote vodka has two characteristics: good and very good, it also can be represented metonymically -a half-liter a (halfliter bottle), a quarter-liter bottle, a small bottle of 125 ml. The second place is for beer, the third is for cognac, champagne and wine. Among the drinks you can also find ethyl alcohol, home- We can say that in the anecdote Russian people drink everywhere (another look at the -650 -Tatiana V. Tarasenko and Enrique F. Quero Gervilla. Semantic Situation and its Representation in the Texts of Different… anecdote and its role is presented in another paper (Tarasenko, 2012) .
In the next stage of the analysis we will consider fiction -plays by A. P. Chekhov.
The subjective representation of SWD in A.
P. Chekhov's plays is detailed as follows, agents are main characters: mainly nobles and officials at the age from 20 years and older. (Shmeleva, 1988, p. 46 drinking is defined by the author's intention (Tarasenko, 2015) .
